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Dynamic compaction (DC) is commonly used to strengthen the coarse grained soil foundation, where particle breakage of coarse
soils is unavoidable under high-energy impacts. In this paper, a novel method of modeling DC progress was developed, which can
realize particle breakage by impact stress. A particle failure criterion of critical stress is first employed. ,e “population balance”
between particles before and after crushing is guaranteed by the overlapping method. ,e performance of the DC model is
successfully validated against literature data. A series of DC tests were then carried out. ,e effect of particle breakage on key
parameters of DC including crater depth and impact stress was discussed. Besides, it is observed that the relationship between
breakage amount and tamping times can be expressed by a logarithmic curve. ,e present method will contribute to a better
understanding of DC and benefit further research on the macro-micro mechanism of DC.

1. Introduction

Dynamic compaction (DC) refers to the ground improve-
ment method in which a heavy weight is dropped onto the
ground surface from a great height to increase the density of
the underlying soils. ,e DC method has been found to be
useful in improving the mechanical behavior of underlying
soil layers, especially loose granular materials [1–4]. Re-
cently, the DC method has been widely used in many en-
gineering fields, such as airports, seaports, dams, and
railways.

Many analytical or semianalytical studies have been
carried out to predict the important parameters involved in
real DC treatments, including the degree and depth of
improvement [5–7], the dynamic stress distribution in depth
[8–10], the crater depth [5, 11, 12], and the numerical
simulation of DC [13–18].

Although the topic of DC has been widely researched in
geomechanics, the performance design and the application

of dynamic compaction are still largely empirical in nature.
,is may be due to the complexity of the soil itself and the
substantial challenges associated with a DC field test. Under
the impact stress of a hammer, the soil foundation generates
a series of complex responses, including the reorganization
of local soil particles, the dramatic plastic deformation near
the impact location, and the interior deformation under
a stress wave. It is difficult to address all these responses in
a deterministic model and collect sufficient data resources in
a DC field test.

A numerical method simulation of DC attracts more
attention in published literature. Poran and Rodriguez [13]
presented one of the earliest 2Dmodels for simulating DC in
dry sand using the finite element code. ,eir computed
results are good when the sand is relatively loose, but when
densification occurs, the computed results depart sub-
stantially from experimental data. Based on the findings of
Poran and Rodriguez, Lee et al. [14] and Gu et al. [15]
described dry sand behavior under the DC process, utilizing
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a finite element program. ,ey discussed the effects of drop
energy, the momentum of the falling tamper, and the tamper
radius on the depth of improvement. In addition, they
proposed a method for estimating the depth and the degree
of improvement. Wang et al. [16] developed a method for
estimating ground deformation with a numerical model
created in LS-DYNA.

Considering numerical studies of DC, the discrete ele-
ment method, which is neither limited by the large de-
formation nor the constitutive model of the soil, is superior
[17, 18]. Ma et al. [18] pointed out that the improvement and
the maximum influence depth of DC can be easily evaluated
via the porosity changes of the gravel soil obtained by the
particle flow discrete (PFC) element method. Jiang et al. [3]
conducted a series of DC tests with PFC3D to evaluate the
compacting effects via the porosity and the ground
settlement.

It is worth noting that particle breakage is unavoidable in
the DC procedure and is more prone to occur for coarsely
granular soil. Particle breakage will change the particle size
distribution (PSD) and influence the soil mechanical
properties. Previous literature has reported that particle
breakage causes the PSD to behave as a soil variable,
undermining the basic definition of soil and hence the soil
mechanics principles [19–22]. However, the simulation of
particle breakage is infrequently studied in the DC process.
Further, little research has been carried out to study the
effects of particle breakage on DC.

In this paper, a numerical study is carried out using the
particle flow code in three dimensions (PFC3D). Particular
attention is paid to develop a numerical model of the DC
process that can stimulate the phenomena of particle
breakage caused by DC. ,e influence of particle breakage
on crater depth and impact stress by DC is presented. ,e
relationship between particle breakage amount and impact
time is also discussed in detail.

2. Number Simulation of DC

2.1. Contact Model. ,e effect of dynamic hysteresis on the
soil during DC is considered in this paper, and the hysteretic
damping contact model is shown in Figure 1. ,e normal
stiffness for loading, kn_load, and unloading, kn_unload, used in
the hysteretic damping model is calculated by using the
following equation:

kn_load �
2Rhkm

1 + Rh
,

kn_unload �
2km

1 + Rh
,

(1)

where the parameter Rh is the ratio of kn_load to kn_unload (1.0
< Rh < 0.0). ,e dynamic hysteresis of the soil is more
apparent when the Rh is close to zero. ,e parameter km is
the average normal stiffness of kn_load and kn_unload. ,e
normal stiffness for unloading is greater than that for
loading in the dynamic contact process, and a simple

hysteresis loop is formed by the linear contact for particle
loading and unloading.

2.2. Parameters of DC Model. ,e scale of the DC model
and the calculation time cost are in conflict in PFC3D.
When preparing a numerical sample, the accuracy and the
computing time needed in the DC model are taken into
consideration. As shown in Figure 2, a cylindrical speci-
men with a height of 3.5m and a bottom diameter of 3.5m
is used in this paper. Two walls, including one platen and
a cylindrical wall, are created as the sample boundary. A
total of 73318 balls, all with the same radius of 0.04m, are
created to stimulate the soil foundation. ,e hammer is
simulated by 88 particles bound together by the “clump
logic” code in PFC3D.,e diameter of the hammer is 0.5m,
the height is 0.2m, and the weight of the hammer is 3 kN.
,e diameter of the hammer is 1/7 of the sample. ,e
sample is large enough for the limited level of tamping
energy.

To specify the values of microscale parameters in this DC
model, the work fromWang et al., Ma et al., Wada et al., and
Huang et al. [16–18, 23] is referenced, and the microscale
parameters are determined, as shown in Table 1.

2.3. Simulation of Particle Breakage. ,e physical process of
real particle breakage occurs when a single particle breaks
into two or more smaller particles as the particle reaches
a critical condition. Currently, particle breakage has been
modeled by DEM with two alternative approaches.

,e first approach is the fragment replacement method
(FRM), in which single elements break and are replaced by
a new generation of smaller grains, previously nonexistent in
the simulation [24–27]. ,e second approach is the bonded-
particle model (BPM), which indicates that a certain number
of subparticles bond together to stimulate a single particle.
,e particle breaks if the magnitude of the force equals or
exceeds the contact bond strength [28–31]. ,e first method
repeatedly demonstrates superiority in computing time and
particle breakage. ,erefore, the FRM method is adopted in
this paper.
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Figure 1: Constitutive relation of the hysteretic model: (a) normal
direction; (b) shear direction.
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,e two most important points in the FRM method are
the particle failure criterion and the particle spawning
procedure. ,e particle failure criterion is used to decide
when a particle is crushed. ,e particle spawning procedure
establishes the relationship between the disappearing broken
particle and the new generation of smaller particles
(subparticles).

2.3.1. Particle Failure Criterion. ,e particle failure criterion
is a condition to determine when the particle breakages
occur. Astrom and Herrmann [32] andMarketos and Bolton
[33] adopted this condition directly as the maximum contact
force acting on the particle. Lobo-guerrero [34] suggests the
use of a limit tensile strength, which is related to forces
acting on discs, similar to a Brazilian test. Ben-Nun and
Einav [35] use explicit multiplicative correction factors to
account for the effects of the coordination number and the
contact curvature.

A multiaxial failure criterion was presented by Russell
et al. [36] with the analysis of the elastic stress distribution
induced by point loads on a sphere. An analytical expression
for the maximummobilized shear strength for a diametrically

loaded sphere was obtained. ,e failure criterion for particle
breakage can be expressed as

κmob ≤ κ, (2)

where κmob and κ are the mobilized and intrinsic strengths of
the grain, respectively. ,e value of κ is given by

κ �
1 + χ

�
3

√ σc


,

χ �
σc




σt
− 1,

(3)

where χ is a parameter of the microstructure properties of
the materials. For most geological materials, χ ranges from
10 to 170. σc and σt are the uniaxial compressive strength
and the tensile strength, respectively.

κmob is the maximum stress at the center of the contact
area (Figure 3), and an approximate expression for the
maximum mobilized strength valid for small contact angles
is

κmob �
F

πR2 sin2 θ0
×

�
3

√
1 + χ2( 

χ

×
(3/32) +(

�
2

√
/24) +((

�
2

√
/12)−(1/4))] +((1/2)−(

�
2

√
/3))]2( 

(2−
�
2

√
)(1 + ])

�
F

πR2 sin2 θ0
f(χ, ]),

(4)

where ] is the Poisson’s ratio, F is the load, R is the particle
radius, and θ0 is a solid angle “seen” from the center of the
particle, defining the small area of stress application (Fig-
ure 3). Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (2) results in
a limiting criterion for the normal contact forces as follows:

Flim ≤
κ

f(χ, ])
πR

2 sin2 θ0 � σ limAF. (5)

As indicated in Equation (5), the limiting force Flim is
obtained from the limit strength σlim and a contact area AF.

In this paper, the size effect is incorporated as a de-
pendent of the mean strength value of the particle diameter
through a correction factor fsize, which can be calculated in
a Weibull form:

fsize(d) �
d

d0
 

−3/m

, (6)

where m is a material parameter, d is the particle diameter,
and d0 is the reference diameter (chosen as 2mm).,en, the
value of σ lim can be expressed as

σ lim � σlim,0fsize(d), (7)

where σlim,0 is the mean limit strength at d0.
To evaluate the contact area AF in Equation (5), the

Hertzian contact theory is adopted in this work. ,e radius
of the contact area is determined by

Table 1: Microscale parameters of PFC3D model.

Parameters Values
Particle number 73318
Particle density (kg·m−3) 2600
Particle radius (m) 0.04
Mass damping 0.70
Normal stiffness of the particles (N·m−2) 5×106

Tangential stiffness of the particles (N·m−2) 5×106

Hysteretic damping 0.50
Initial ground void ratio 0.40
Interparticle frictional coefficient 0.50
Tamp density (kg·m−3) 7800
Rammer gravity (N) 3000.30
Normal stiffness of the boundaries (N·m−2) 1.00×108

Tangential stiffness of the boundaries(N·m−2) 1.00×108

Poisson’s ratio 0.30
m 10.00
d0 (mm) 2.00
θ0 (rad) π/18
σlim,0 (Pa) 3.00×109

3.5m

3.
5

0.5m 

0.
2

Figure 2: Discrete element model of dynamic compaction.
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rF �
3Fr′
4E′

( )
1/3

,

r′ �
1
r1
+
1
r2

( )
−1

,

E′ �
1− ]21
E1

+
1− ]22
E2

( )
−1

,

(8)

where r1 and r2 are the radiuses of the contacting spheres
and E1, ]1, E2, and ]2 are their moduli. At this point, the
criterion of particle breakage is developed.

2.3.2. Subparticle Substitution Model. For the method that
replaces the broken parent particles with subparticles, we
must ensure the mass conservation and reduce the local
stress prominence caused by the overlap of the particles.�is
challenge needs to be considered because of the inevitable
gaps between subparticles. �e subparticle overlapping
method is adopted in this paper. �is method satis�es mass
conservation by producing overlapping subparticles within
the boundary of the original particle, and then, the sub-
particles are dispersed with an interaction force. McDowell
and de Bono [24] pointed out that particle overlap causes the
particle fragments to move as a single particle would when
crushed between �at platens. To ensure sample stability and
to accommodate the arti�cial pressure increase, in this study,
particle breakages are updated immediately after the number
of computational steps, equivalent to 0.003 s. �is period is
deemed su�cient to allow the arti�cially induced energy to
dissipate.

As for the number of subparticles, Takei et al. [37] noted
that the number of fragments after particle crushing is
generally smaller than 10 for quarts particles. Research of
McDowell and de Bono [24] shows that the number of
subparticles has little or no e�ect on the one-dimensional

normal compression lines. �erefore, four subparticles were
chosen in this model. As shown in Figure 4, a particle will
split into four equally sized smaller subparticles once the
breakage criterion is satis�ed. �e subparticles inherit the
velocity and material parameters of the mother particle at
once. Mass conservation is strictly obeyed, and the particle
breakage e�ect on the soil foundation is vastly minimized in
the model.

2.4. Process ofDynamicCompaction. �eDEMmodel of DC
consists of two main processes, i.e., sample preparation and
dynamic tamping. �e speci�c steps of DC are as follows:

(1) A total of 73318 particles were created in the cy-
lindrical space enclosed by the walls. �e parameters
of the particles are shown in Table 1. �e particles
were consolidated in the designated space under the
in�uence of gravity (the acceleration of gravity was
set to 9.8m/s2 in this study).

(2) �e heavy hammer was created immediately above
the center of the soil sample and free falling under
the action of gravity. To improve the calculation
e�ciency, the drop height of the hammer was set by
the initial velocity (

����
2gH
√

) in this study.
(3) During each tamping process, key parameters such

as displacement, velocity of the hammer, and contact
stress between the hammer and foundation are
monitored. �e tamping process is complete when
the hammer velocity decreases to 0 and the amount
of crater depth no longer increases.

(4) �e hammer is regenerated above the soil and
assigned a speci�c initial speed for the next tamping.
In this study, tamping with the same falling distances
was carried out at the same point of the soil foun-
dation, and the drop height of the hammer was 2m,
4m, 6m, 8m, and 10m, respectively. For each
height, the sample was tamped 10 times.

3. Verification of the DC Model

�e particles of the gravel soil are treated as spheres in
PFC3D. In this paper, the applicability of themodel is veri�ed
with the results from �eld tests.

Figure 5 shows the time-displacement curve of the
hammer when the drop height is 2m. Although the value of
the crater depth from the DCmodel is not in total agreement
with that of the �eld tests, the time-displacement curve
obtained from this DCmodel shares the same characteristics
with �eld tests [38, 39]. For a single DC process, the dis-
placement of the hammer increases rapidly until the lowest
point is reached and �nally tends to be stable. For repeated
DC, the crater depth �rst increases with the amount of
compaction and then tends to be stable, which agrees with
the physical process of the increase in the soil density and the
modulus after DC.

Figure 6 shows the time-stress curve of the bottom of the
hammer when the drop height is 2m. It can be seen that the
dynamic stress at the bottom of the hammer has a single

F

R tanθ0

2θ0

R = d/2

σ = F

πR2 sin2θ0

Figure 3: Force F acts normal to the sphere surface on an area
de�ned by the angle θ0.
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peak triangle; the stress increment rate in the impact loading
stage is obviously larger than the rate in the unloading stage.
,e results are also the same as those of Han et al. [38] and
Jia et al. [39].,erefore, it is inferred that the established DC
model is sufficient to predict the whole tamping process.

4. Effect of Particle Breaking on DC

In DC practice, the crater depth of each impact is widely
adopted to determine the optimal number of blows, and the
impact stress is the direct indication of ground strength. ,e
crater and the dynamic stress are two key parameters in the
study of DC. ,erefore, the effect of particle breakage on
these two key parameters will be analyzed in this section.

4.1.Effect of ParticleBreakage onCraterDepth. In the process
of 10 blows, the depth of the crater per drop was analyzed
with and without particle breakage. Figure 7 shows the crater
depth under different drop heights. As shown in Figure 7, it
is obvious that the crater depth increases with an increasing
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Figure 4: ,e configurations of postcrushing replacement.
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drop height for the same number of blows in both cases.
Although the crater depth increases with an increasing
number of blows, the amount of the increase decreases.

It is notable that the crater depth changes significantly
with the occurrence of particle breakage during the DC
process. Under the same DC conditions, particle breakage
leads to a decrease in crater depth. For example, in the case of
a 10m drop height and 10 blows, the crater depths are 0.53m
without particle breakage and 0.34m with particle breakage.
,e crater depth is reduced by 35.8%. In addition, particle
breakage will decrease the crater difference caused by the
drop height.,emain reason for this decrease is that particle
breakage consumes part of the tamping energy and the gap
between the subparticles generated after particle breakage.

Particle breakage is only concentrated near the point of
tamping. Hence, the effect of particle breakage on the in-
crease in crater depth is limited.,e true reason for tamping
settlement is the accumulation of particle relative move-
ment. All the microcosmic relative movements add up to
a macroscopic tamping settlement. However, particle
breakage requires tamping energy, and fewer particles are
able to make the relative movement.

4.2. Effect of Particle Breakage on Dynamic Stress. To com-
pare the effect of particle breakage on the dynamic stress in
the DC process, 10 soil samples with same parameters were
prepared. A series of DC tests were conducted with and
without considering particle breakage at drop heights
ranging from 2m to 10m.,e results are shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, particle breakage led to an increase
in the peak value of impact stress, with the exception of the
case of a drop height of 8m. ,e dynamic stress of the
bottom of the hammer without considering particle

breakage at 2m, 4m, 6m, and 10m increased by 45%, 37%,
35%, and 47%, respectively, when compared to the dynamic
stress if particle breakage was considered.

5. Particle Breakage during DC Process

In this section, the evolution of particle breakage during the
DC process is analyzed. Considering that particle breakage
occurs mostly near the compaction point, the change in
particle size distribution (PSD) is investigated within a cy-
lindrical area of diameter 0.7m and height 0.5m.

Figure 9 shows the evolution of PSDs with an increasing
number of blows from a constant drop height of 10m. It can
be seen that the PSD curve lifts with an increase in the
number of blows, indicating that the content of fine particles
increases and the particle breakage aggravates.

By using the parameter of the breakage index proposed
by Einav [40], the relationship between Br and the number
of blows from different drop heights is shown in Figure 10.
It can be found that the larger the input energy (drop
height) is, the larger the amount of breakage is. In addition,
the breakage index increases with an increasing number of
blows. However, the increment decreases with the number
of blows. It appears that the relationship between Br and the
number of blows can be expressed by a logarithmic
function.

6. Conclusions

Numerical simulations of the dynamic compaction process
for gravel soil ground were developed in this paper via
a particle flow code in three dimensions. ,e focus of the
paper was the study of the effects of particle breakage on DC
which has not been addressed in previous DC literature. ,e
following conclusions could be drawn:

(1) ,e three-dimensional numerical model can simu-
late the phenomenon of particle breakage in the
dynamic compaction process. Mass conservation
during particle breakage simulation can be ensured.

(2) Under the same tamping energy level, particle
breakage reduces the crater depth and weakens the
difference of crater depth between different energy
levels. ,is can be explained by crushing energy
consumption and the enlargement of the space
volume of the subparticles after crushing.

(3) Particle breakage increases the impact stress by
approximately 35%–47%. However, the increased
impact stress is mainly used for particle breakage
instead of increasing the amount of crater depth.

(4) Particle breakage mainly concentrates at the impact
point. ,ere is no particle breakage at other loca-
tions and the boundaries of the soil. ,erefore, the
broken particles cannot play a role of accelerating
the consolidation of the ground soil. In addition,
the extent of particle breakage and the number
of tamping blows show a strong logarithmic
relationship.
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(5) Soil behavior under the combined action of DC and
particle breakage is a complex issue. ,is paper
mainly focuses on the stimulation of the dynamic
compaction process objectively. Other aspects that
require further study include, but are not limited to,
the optimal DC operational parameters, effective
reinforcement depth, the assessment of the

foundation strength, and the behaviors of particle
breakage by dynamic compaction.

Data Availability

,e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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